
Challenge 
Organizations in the healthcare industry are held accountable for complying with state and federal 
cybersecurity regulations. For Advantasure, this posed a real challenge. Advantasure not only 
needed an application security program that could protect it against cyberattackers, it needed an 
AppSec program to help it prove compliance with laws and regulations across multiple states. On 
top of that, Advantasure had a multi-cloud platform, so it was challenged with finding a SaaS-
based AppSec solution.

Solution
Veracode was the clear choice for Advantasure. 

“We spent a lot of time looking at other solutions and trying to figure out the right one and 
– as any organization would – do our due diligence to not just pick one product but find the 
right fit. As soon as we did those side-by-side comparisons and we conducted an analysis, 
Veracode was the one that came out on top and met most of our requirements. We felt like it 
was the best company and that we could partner with Veracode for the long term.” 

Not only does Veracode have the ability to help its clients comply with state and federal regulations, 
it’s also a cloud-based solution that’s easy to implement, easy to use, and easy to measure. 

Summary 
Advantasure is a leader in the healthcare technology industry, helping to improve the performance 
of health plans and provider organizations. Since Advantasure works closely with doctor’s 
offices, hospitals, and healthcare organizations in almost all 50 states, it has a large database of 
confidential information, making it highly susceptible to a cyberattack. In fact, IBM Security and 
Ponemon Institute found that the average cost of a data breach can be up to nearly $4 million, 
but in healthcare, that number rises to $6.5 million - or about $429 per patient record – which is 
the highest among all industries. To protect its clients and its bottom line, Advantasure needed to 
invest in a comprehensive security program, including application security (AppSec). 

When looking for an AppSec vendor, Advantasure was looking for solution that could meet the 
company’s laundry list of requirements. As Wallace Dalrymple, Chief Information Security Officer at 
Advantasure, states, “There are enough challenges within security that it’s nice to have a partner 
where you don’t have to worry about if their products are meeting your requirements or not.” 
Veracode was not only able to meet all of Advantasure’s needs, it was able to do so with industry-
leading products. 
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“There are enough challenges within security 
that it’s nice to have a partner where you 

don’t have to worry about if their products 
are meeting your requirements or not.”
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Advantasure,  

Chief Information Security Officer
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Veracode Helps Software Company 
Advantasure Speed Time to Market, 
Address Security Regulations, and 
Gain a Competitive Advantage with 
Veracode Verified  

Veracode’s industry-leading AppSec solution reduces time to remediation for high-severity 
flaws, improves security and development culture, and speeds up deployment for Advantasure 

https://www.veracode.com/


Veracode is the leading AppSec partner for creating secure software, reducing the risk of security breach and increasing security and development teams’ 
productivity. As a result, companies using Veracode can move their business, and the world, forward. With its combination of automation, integrations, process, 
and speed, Veracode helps companies get accurate and reliable results to focus their efforts on fixing, not just finding, potential vulnerabilities.

Learn more at www.veracode.com, on the Veracode blog and on Twitter.
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Since Veracode is cloud-based, Advantasure didn’t need to “hire people, manage, upgrade, and 
maintain” as would have been the case with on-premises solutions. Advantasure, along with its 
Veracode Security Program Manager, was able to “just focus on integrating the product and its 
features and functionalities.”

Advantasure also selected Veracode for its Verified program. Veracode Verified offers an easy-to-
follow roadmap to help Advantasure reach the highest-level of application security. With multiple 
tiers to achieve, the Advantasure team views Verified as an exciting challenge – they’re always 
working toward achieving the top tier, Continuous. 

Results
Since partnering with Veracode, Advantasure has seen many positive and impactful changes. For 
starters, Advantasure has taken advantage of Veracode’s developer training offerings, including 
Veracode eLearning. The online tools help train developers in security, alleviating the training 
burden that was originally placed on the security team. The online training has also helped gain 
developer buy-in for the AppSec program and has established security champions. Security 
champions are elected developers who immerse themselves in security training and become 
advocates for secure coding on their development teams. The security champions program has 
been very helpful at Advantasure because, as Sue McTaggart, Application Security Architect at 
Advantasure, expresses, “We have over 600 developers, and we cannot train all of them to be 
security-focused. So, by having security champions, we have ambassadors that can evangelize 
secure coding.”

Ultimately, Veracode has become an integral part of Advantasure’s development process. In 
addition to scanning directly in the IDE, Advantasure has also been able to integrate the AppSec 
solutions into their CI/CD pipeline, which is deployed on AWS and uses Jenkins. By integrating 
Veracode’s security analysis into that Jenkins pipeline, they are assessing the security of code as 
they deliver changes to their applications on AWS. With this combination of Veracode and AWS, 
they have all the benefits of an abstracted application infrastructure, plus assurance around the 
security of the code they build and deploy. This automation and integration are very beneficial for 
Advantasure because, “manual processes are prone to human error. So, if you can build automation 
into your application security program, you automate the finding of vulnerabilities and risk within 
your source code and you’re not relying on humans.” This has helped Advantasure speed up 
development and move to production faster than ever before.

Advantasure has remediated high-severity flaws faster thanks to Veracode’s reporting structure. 
Veracode consolidates the findings from its AppSec solutions into one, easy-to-read report that 
ranks vulnerabilities based on severity.

Lastly, Advantasure’s participation in Veracode Verified has helped it maintain stakeholder buy-in 
and gain a competitive edge in the market. The Verified program enables stakeholders to see the 
return on their investment. It also helps Advantasure when discussing AppSec performance with 
clients and its board of directors. As Dalrymple explains, Advantasure is able to come “prepared to 
talk about how we’re measuring the security program” knowing that they have the right products to 
support Advantasure’s future growth.
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Highlights
•  Advantasure wanted to protect its 

highly sensitive client data from 
cyberattackers and build trust and 
confidence among its customer base. 

•  Advantasure was limited to what 
application security providers it could 
choose from because it needed a 
provider that could help it comply 
with state and federal cybersecurity 
regulations and is cloud-based. 

•  The company chose Veracode because 
it’s an industry leader, able to comply 
with state and federal regulations, 
SaaS-based, easy to implement, and 
for its Verified program. 

•  Advantasure has reduced its time 
to remediation for high-severity 
flaws, improved the security and 
development culture within the 
company, and sped up deployment.  

https://www.veracode.com/verified
https://www.youtube.com/user/VeracodeInc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/veracode/
https://twitter.com/Veracode
https://www.facebook.com/VeracodeInc
https://www.veracode.com/

